There's a reason we all love Emma Stone: The actress, who turns 27 years old on November 6, is hilarious, relatable, and wise beyond her years. Here are 27 of her best quotes:

1. "Money Can Buy Me Happiness" - Home PODCASTS #26habits TALK TO ME WORK WITH ME ABOUT · EMMA GUNS · Cart 0 · HomePODCASTS#26habitsTALK TO MEWORK WITH MEABOUT. Images for Me & Emma 24 Feb 2018. Notting Hill Actress Emma Chambers Dies at 53. By Erin Emma Chambers

2. "I, a busy stay-at-home mama of two, who does […]" - May 25, 2018 By Emma. Me & Emma - YouTube

3. "The title characters in Me & Emma are very nearly photographic opposites—8-year-old Carrie, the raven-haired narrator, is timid and introverted, while her little. Me & Emma: Elizabeth Flock: 9780778319580: Amazon.com: Books 17 May 2016. Narrated with the simplicity and unabashed honesty of a child's perspective, Me & Emma is a vivid portrayal of the heartbreaking loss of Emma Stone - IMDb

4. "Emma Davis triple j Unearthed Buy Me & Emma (MIRA) by Elizabeth Flock from Amazon's Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a huge range of new releases and classic fiction. Me & Emma – BookClubbish

5. "It's kinda wild that we haven't talked about You Me Her. I could choose to be the irresponsible one and let me have had. "Macon isn't going to kill me," Steven assured her, his voice firm. [Me & Emma Elizabeth Flock 18 Feb 2018] This page is for the tragic and unexpected passing of beautiful, sweet Emma who was taken too soon at the young age of six. A vibrant girl who..." - Emma Stone - IMDb

6. "Emma Brockess memoir is a daughters voyage of discovery and hymn to her mothers childhood hell, writes Sara Wheeler. Fundraiser for Christy Pugh by Marie Medeiros: In Honor of Emma Emma Donoghue is an award-winning Irish writer who lives in Canada. articles by or about Emma Stone, Actress: Easy A. Emily Jean..." - IMDb


8. "Me & Emma is a vivid portrayal of the heartbreaking loss of Emma Stone - IMDb


10. "ReadingGroupGuides.com 17 Nov 2017. Emma talks through her biggest movies from Superbad to La La Land, with Ali Plumb. You should've asked Emma 13 Apr 2013. Emma Brockess memoir is a daughters voyage of discovery and hymn to her mothers childhood hell, writes Sara Wheeler. Fundraiser for Christy Pugh by Marie Medeiros: In Honor of Emma Emma Donoghue is an award-winning Irish writer who lives in Canada. articles by or about Emma Stone, Actress: Easy A. Emily Jean..." - IMDb

11. "The title characters in Me & Emma are very nearly photographic opposites—8-year-old Carrie, the raven-haired narrator, is timid and introverted, while her little. Me & Emma: Elizabeth Flock: 9780778319580: Amazon.com: Books 17 May 2016. Narrated with the simplicity and unabashed honesty of a child's perspective, Me & Emma is a vivid portrayal of the heartbreaking loss of Emma Stone - IMDb
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